For the Kids & for the “Kid” in all of us . . .

KRAZY KRAFTS DAY

FUN FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY!
Saturday, March 24, 2018
10:00 AM to 4:00 PM
$10.00 for Everyone
Purchase Tickets at the Door or Online at printmuseum.org

• Letterpress Printing — print on antique letterpress machines
• Papermaking — Get your hands wet and create your own sheet of paper from pulp
• Calligraphy Demonstrations
• Cartooning — create your own bank of character faces
• Japanese Origami — learn how to fold sculptures with an origami master
• Paper Marbling — create your own swirling colors on paper
• Screen Printing T-Shirts — be sure to bring your own white or light colored t-shirt to print on.
• Bookbinding — learn how to fold paper and create unique books
• Mini Tours — watch metal letters being cast, print a page on Gutenberg’s press, and more!
• Watch the giant “Linotype” in action!
• What’s a Ludlow?
• And Many More Surprises ?! ?!
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